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In this article we present a phenomenological model which simulates very well the mag-
netic relaxation behavior experimentally observed in small magnetic grains and single domain
particles. In this model, the occurrence of quantum tunneling of magnetization below a certain
temperature is taken into account. Experimental results for different materials are presented
to illustrate the most important behavior deduced from our model. ©1996 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-8979~96!79308-5#
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The problem of magnetic relaxation is present in ma
situations of science and technology. In the last years,
efforts have been made with the aim to explain better;~a! the
law governing the magnetic relaxation and the effects of e
ergy barrier distributions,1–4 ~b! the temperature dependenc
of magnetic viscosity,5–7 ~c! the relation switching field dis-
tribution and magnetic noise in recording media.8

The simplest magnetic system for studying the dynam
of magnetization reversal is a single domain particle wi
uniaxial anisotropy. In the presence of an applied field opp
site to the magnetization of the particle, the frequency of t
magnetization reversal, at temperatureT, is given by Ref. 9
G5v exp~2U/kBT!, wherev is the attempt frequency at an
order of 1 GHz, andkBT is the thermal energy.U is the
energy barrier height to the magnetization reversal which
in the form ofU5KV@12H/HK]

1/2 whereK is the magnetic
anisotropy constant,V is the volume of the magnetic switch
ing unit ~assumed to be the entire single domain particle! and
H is the applied magnetic field. The anisotropy field,HK , is
defined in terms ofK and the particle saturation magnetiza
tionMs : HK 5 2K/Ms .

We also incorporate to our model the effect of quantu
tunneling under-barrier transitions of the magnetizatio
below a certain crossover temperature,TCR,

10 which sepa-
rates the classical and quantum regimes. Therefore the
pression for the attempt frequency can be written
G5v exp@2U/kBTESC~T!# where the escape temperatur
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TESC(T), presents in magnetic systems, a temperature dep
dence characteristic of weak damping processes. Here
assume thatTESC(T)5TCR coth ~TCR/T), because this
matches, qualitatively well, the behavior observed in bo
magnetic systems and Josephson junctions.11,12 In zero field,
quantum transitions dominate belowTCR~0!. When an exter-
nal magnetic field is applied, there is a reduction in the va
of TCR which depends on the magnetic field strength,H, and
the anisotropy field,HK ~Refs. 10 and 13!

TCR~H !5TCR~0!«1/2,

where«512H/HK . ~1!

As one applies a magnetic fieldH1 on such a system con
sisting ofN identical particles, the magnetic moment of th
system, at its equilibrium state at temperatureT, is
meq(H1)5NMsVg(H1) with g(H)5tanh~MsVH/kBT). If
the magnetic field is changed to a new value,H2 , the evo-
lution of the magnetization moment to a new equilibriu
state is governed by

m~ t !5NVMs$g~H2!1@g~H1!2g~H2!#exp~2tG!%.
~2!

If a size distribution of the particlesf (V) is taken into ac-
count in the model, as it does exist in a real physical ma
rial, then the magnetization~density of magnetic moment!
relaxes as
M ~ t !5
*0

` f ~V!VMs$g~H2!1@g~H1!2g~H2!#exp~2tG~V!!%dV

*0
`Vf~V!dV

. ~3!
t
a-
an

,

In our computation process, it has been assumed t
the distribution of volume,f (V), have the form of the
so-called log-normal distribution14 given by f (V)
5 (A/V)exp@2a log2(V/Vm)# whereVm is the average vol-
ume of the particles anda is related with the inverse of the
distribution width.

Equation~3! is the basis of our calculations. This inte
gral has been performed using numerical integration in t
interval of volumes in which the distribution of sizes take
significant values.
hat

-
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s

Figure 1~a! shows the variation with time of the remnan
magnetization in zero magnetic field at different temper
tures, when previously the system has been saturated by
applied field H1 , much larger than the anisotropy field
HK , and assumingTCR50. ThisM vs t data have been fitted
using a time-logarithmic law

M ~ t !5@M ~ t50!2M ~ t→`!#@B2S~T!log~ t !#, ~4!

whereS(T) is the so-called magnetic viscosity,M (t50) is
the initial magnetization andM (t→`) is the equilibrium
/79(8)/4686/3/$10.00 © 1996 American Institute of Physics
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magnetization at the second field, that isM (t→`) is equal
to zero at zero applied fieldH2 . From Eq.~4!, it is noted that
the factor@M (t 5 0) 2 M (t→`)# have all the dependence o
the relaxation process on the initial and the final equilibriu
states. Therefore, the dependence ofS(T) on the temperature
is perfectly characterizing the relaxation behavior of the p
ticles.

Figure 1~b! shows the dependence of the magnetic v
cosity obtained from Fig. 1~a! on temperature. A near perfec
linear dependence ofS on T is observed at temperature
much lower than the blocking temperature, which cor
sponds to the case that the relaxing fraction of the total m
netization is very small. The maximum of the viscosity a
pears at temperature near the theoretical expectation fo
blocking temperature,TB5KVm/[kB ln~tmesv!#, ~7.14 K in
this case! at which the inverse of the jumping frequency,G,
for the mean volume particles equals the measuring cha
teristic time,tmes. At temperatures higher that the blockin
the magnetic viscosity decreases because most of the ba
are overcome in a very short time and do not contribute
the slow relaxation processes.

Quantum tunneling processes are considered by in
ducing a nonzero value for the crossover temperatureTCR,
below which the switching processes are independen
temperature. First we have computed the case when the
sition temperatureTCR remains constant and the average v
ume of the grains~and therefore the average barrier height! is
different. This situation corresponds to systems having
ferent values for the ratio between the blocking tempera
and the crossover temperature,TB /TCR. Both, crossover and
blocking temperature scale with the anisotropy constan
the material, but while the crossover temperature does
depend on extensive parameters, blocking is proportiona
the volume of the magnetic unit. Therefore the modificat
of the volume of the particles or grains under the assump
of constancy of the crossover temperature, induces o
variations in the blocking temperature. It is, large partic
may have large values for the ratioTB /TCR. In Fig. 2 we
show differentS(T) curves for the situation when the rat
TB /TCR ranges from 5 to 1, withTCR equals 3.3 K. The mos
remarkable fact is that the maximum of the viscosity dis
pears whenTB /TCR is 1. This situation corresponds to th

FIG. 1. ~a! Relaxation of the magnetization for different temperatures fr
0.3 to 11.4 K as a function of time in a logarithmic scale.~b! Temperature
dependence of the magnetic viscosity deduced from~a!.
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case when the system enters directly from the classical
perparamagnetic regime onto a quantum superparamagn
regime without any intermediate blocked state. This shou
be the ideal case to observe the resonance due to quan
coherence.15

In Fig. 3 we present the low temperatureS(T) values for
the case when the applied field,H2, modifies the crossover
temperature between the classical and quantum regime,
Eq. ~1!. This corresponds to the case of a unique set of sing
domain particles or grains relaxing under the action of di
ferent values for the applied field. As the field values in
crease, the plateau in the viscosity appears at lower tempe
tures and the quantum viscosity values increase as
consequence of the reduction on the barrier heights.

The situation of Fig. 1 is compared with relaxation ex
periments performed on a CuCo granular material. Transm
sion electron patterns in similar systems suggest that t
granular material has a log-normal size distribution in agre
ment with our assumption that the particles in the calculatio
have a log-normal size distribution. The zero field coole
~ZFC! magnetization vs temperature gives a blocking tem
peratureTB58 K.16 The relaxation measurements were pe

m

FIG. 2. Effect of the quantum tunneling in the dependence of the viscos
with the temperature for different values of the ratio between the blockin
temperature and the crossover temperature.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the magnetic viscosity for differe
applied fields. The numbers near each curve indicate the ratio between
applied field and the anisotropy field.
4687Hernàndez, Zhang, and Tejada
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formed from a fieldH15100 Oe, after which the field was
removed, and then the variation of magnetization with tim
was measured during few hours. Figure 4~a! shows the re-
laxation of the remnant magnetization measured at differ
temperatures; a nearly perfect logarithmic time relaxation
havior is observed. The temperature dependence of mag
viscosity is presented in Fig. 4~b!, and has the same behavio
as that shown in Fig. 1~b!.

In case of the occurrence of quantum tunneling in t
relaxation process, we can compare the experimental re
obtained on CuDy granular material17 which has different
sizes with the calculated ones presented in Fig. 2. The t
perature dependence of magnetic viscosity for samples w
composition of Cu~100 Å!Dy~20 Å! and Cu~100 Å!Dy~40 Å!
is shown in Fig. 5. The two samples have very similar a
isotropy fieldsHK and consequently the same value for t
crossover temperatureTCR. We have also found, from ZFC
and FC measurements, that these two systems have bloc
temperatures of 2.4 K and 10 K, respectively, which cor
sponds to the different average size of the grains in the
samples. The theoretical predictions indicate that the tra
tion temperature for these two systems isTCR53 K. There-

FIG. 4. ~a! Magnetic relaxation in a particulate CuCo sample at differe
temperatures.~b! Dependence of the magnetic viscosity on temperat
from ~a!.

FIG. 5. Magnetic viscosity in two granular structured CuDy thin film
Cu~100 Å!~Dy~20 Å! ~circles! and Cu~100 Å!Dy ~40 Å! ~squares!.
4688 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 79, No. 8, 15 April 1996
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fore we are in a situation in which we have two differe
values for the ratioTB /TCR, 0.9 and 3, respectively. For th
sample withTB52.4 K ~Cu~100 Å!Dy~20 Å!!, we have ob-
served, in agreement with the calculations, that there exis
direct transition from the thermal superparamagnetic beh
ior to the quantum regime.

In addition, the effect of applied field on the relaxatio
and quantum tunneling has been found in a TbFe rand
magnet.18 The dependence of magnetic viscosity on the te
perature obtained in relaxation measurements with differ
applied fields is shown in Fig. 6. It is clearly seen that t
behavior ofS(T,H) in Fig. 6 is very similar to that in Fig. 3,
although the experimental results obtained on the rand
magnetic thin film corresponds to a relaxation process du
the turning of magnetic moments in different clusters. Ho
ever, this similarity is not surprising due to the fact that i
teractions between clusters do not affect the relaxation ins
each cluster as a consequence of the large magnetic an
ropy values in these random magnets.
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FIG. 6. Magnetic viscosity vsT for different applied fields in a TbFe ran-
dom magnet.
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